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Germany’s Rhineland region is well known for its electronic music scene 
maturing since the invention of pioneering quartet Kraftwerk in the 
Kling-Klang Studios in 1970. The region has currently on offer a lot of 
exhibitions that are somehow related to crosscurrents between music and 
the visual arts. The Kunsthalle in Düsseldorf is showing a touring 
exhibition devoted to the activities of the experimental guitar band Sonic 
Youth (through May 10, 2009), Museum Ludwig in Cologne is 
investigating the Beat Poets, Hippies, Funk, Minimal Art in San 
Francisco between 1955–1968 with an in-house curated exhibit entitled 
‘Looking for Mushrooms’ that features works by La Monte Young, 
Yvonne Rainer, Steve Reich, Terry Riley among many others.  
A completely different perspective can be encountered at Kölnischer 
Kunstverein, where another edition of the annually happening archives 
exhibition “Der springende Punkt” (the crucial point) runs through April 
5, 2009. Après Crépuscule – Na Schemering has been curated by Cologne 
based artist and music critic Oliver Tepel and is inspired by the legacy of 
the now dormant Belgian record label Les Disques du Crépuscule. With 
the help of the influential graphic designer Benoit Hennebert, Tepel has 
brought together an extensive archive of the visual language of the label 
that plaid host to a small array of bands like Josef K, Cabaret Voltaire, 
Tuxedomoon and Mikado, yet achieved only in Japan a musical impact 
that reached beyond limited art scenes.  
Après Crépuscule – Na Schemering is a visit to an archive of images, 
props, gestures and sounds of the independent label that featured musical 
styles ranging from pop, to jazz, from classical to experimental music. 
The black curtains covering the glass front of the Kunstverein introduce a 
display reminiscent of the 1950’s, an aesthetic often fetischised in the 
1980’s when Les Disques du Crépuscule was born. Beyond the mere 
presentation of his own archive and the stunning collection of props and 
other ephemera that Hennebert used to create for his remarkable sleeve 
design that orbits between pop and High Art, Tepel has also invited a 
number of artists that declare their admiration for Les Disques du 
Crépuscule. Thus the viewer not only encounters the shell photographed 
for the graphics of the cover for „The Fruit of the Original Sin”, 1981 but 
also comes in contact with new works such as Claus Richter’s table 
recreated from the sleeve for „Nature morte. Ibiza, 1984“.  Lawrence 
Weiner contributes music and sleeve for a project entitled Deutsche 



Angst, he published in collaboration with Peter Gordon. Others like Lucy 
McKenzie or Enrico David created new work, and it becomes clear, 
especially in the case of McKenzie that much of her aesthetics find a 
forerunner in Hennebert’s ideas.  
Although the viewer encounters a listening station on the top floor of the 
Kunstverein where also a series of music videos play from a monitor, this 
exhibition is advocating the graphical aspects of this Belgian classic, yet 
sadly neglects the aural perspectives of its musician artist’s oeuvres.   
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